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DESIGN' FOR EXPERIMENTAL SECTION I FIHS~' ,S}l':;COND AND THIRD SERIES 
~~~----,-----~-- , --
r~ of'Direction To-
Given for 'R"'.<l,H rut First Years Second Ye~-rR 'fIh;-rN Vt:>",,.,t:t t-,,,1 R 
Post Factual 
Adjunct Post Factual Post ,l"actual Post Factual 87 
n=27 n=23 n=37 
Pre Factual 
Adjunct Pre Factual Pl'e Fac t ual Pre Factual 91 
Questions n=23 n=27 n=41 
Read Read Read Read 
Carefully Carefully Carefully Carefully 86 
n=26 n=24 n=36 
------------
-------
TOTAL n 76 74 114 264 
POst Reasoning 




Adjunct Pre Reasoning * The Read Carefully First 
Year Groups were combined Questions when the results were 
allalysed for the second 
Read a.nd third series of Read experiments 
Carefully Carefully 
n=26 
TOTAL n 75 Total n = 339 
TOTAL 
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RESIDUAL ACHIEVEMEN'fSCORES FOR THE FIRST POST TEST (SHORT TERr1 
RETENTION,OBJECTIVE-TYPE TEST) FOR THE EFFECTS OF YEAR AND 
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ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT SCORES FOR THE SECOND POST TEST (LONG TERM RETENTION,ESSAY TYPE) 
FOR THE EFFECTS OF YEAR AND TREATMENT 
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ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT SCORES FOR THE THIRD POST TEST (LONG TERM RETENTION$OBJECTlVE-
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RESIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT SCORES FOR THE TOTAL POST TESTS FOR THE EFFECTS OF YEAR AND TREATMENT 
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RESIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT SCORES FOR THE SECOND POST TES'f (LONG 
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FIGURE 4 .. 4 
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COLLEGE READING QUESTIONNAIRE ( 1969 ): WHAT USUALLY CAUSES YOU TO READ YOUR TEXTBOOKS?* 
A. B. C. 
N= 287 N= 288 
Influence on Reading 
~; By being directed to read by specific pages or chapters. 
B. By being required to read for exams or tests. 
C. By HaYing to do research-type reading for assignment purposes. 
D" By being interested in a particular topiC .. 
D. E. 
= 289 
E. By being directed to required reading through questions for which written answers have to be 
recorded .. 
*Directions for the question. 
Please RA]IT{ these factors in the order of their influence on causing you to do your required 
textbook reading vdth (1) being the most influential and (5) being the least. Place the numbers 
from 1 to 5 in the brackets corresponding to the degree of influence on you of each factor. 
FIGURE 6.1 
COLLEGE READING QUESTIONNAIRE ( 1970): WHAT USUALLY CAUSES YOU TO READ YOUR TEXTBOOKS?* 
A. B. C. D. E. F .. 
N = 315 N;: 317 N = 317 
... --., 
Most Least 
Influence on Reading 
~·A. By being directed to read by specific pages or chapters. 
B. By being required to read for exams or tests. 
C. By having to do research-type reading for assignment purposes. 
D. By being interested in a particular topic. 
E. By having study guides or course outlines for required reading in the form of questions or 
directions. 
F. By having to read as preparation for discussion. 
* (Directions for the question). 
Please RAl~ these factors in the order of their influence on causing you to do your required 
Textbook.-regding with (1) being the most influential and (6) being the least. Place the numbers 
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RESIDUAL MEANS FOR FIRST,SECOND,.lND THIRD YEAR STUDENTS DIRECTED TO READ CAREFULLY OR BY PRE OR POST 
ADJUNCT Q,UESTIONS FOR THE FIRST,SECOND,THIRD .lND TOTAL POST TEST SCORES,UNCORRECTED FOR TilJE. 
gx 
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